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2,223 Horses

POINT-TO-POINT 

Average runners

per meeting

456 Riders

Average age of
riders

691 young horses (4,5 & 6 yo)

14,521 entries

Largest number of entries
Harkaway Club

106

26

16
% were 

new riders

Riders were sponsored 140

2018/19 Season Statistics

61% Male
39% Female

172

meetings at 

99 250,000+ attendees

SOCIAL MEDIA 

5,025 followers: The PPA (+4%)

5,570 likes: The PPA (+10%)

6,742 likes: GoPointing (+10%)

4,447 followers: GoPointing (+14%)

The Point to Point Authority; 
Go Pointing

www.pointopoint.co.uk 

@PointtoPointAuth; 
@GoPointing       

courses

Largest number of runners
Tiverton Foxhounds

185

Nov/Dec

52

Jan

61

Feb

45

Mar

48

April

31

May/June

3240

6,673 runners (47%)



2018/19
'HITS & MISSES'

Record Breakers

 

Will Biddick’s victory on Kernel Victor at Upcott Cross in April was

his 415th, a record for career wins in British point-to-points, held

since 2011 by Richard Burton.

 

Also making history was Gina Andrews, who's tally of 58 winners

shattered the previous season’s best score of 40 by a woman rider,

set in 1995 by Polly Curling.

 

We are incredibly proud and fortunate to have both riders - and

many more with huge talent - competing every  weekend in British

pointing.

HITS 

Promotional Film

 

The PPA were excited to launch a promotional film back in March,

with a first play at Ascot races on Mothers Day.  The 60 sec film -

produced by Equine Productions - showcases all that is great about

point-to-pointing, and has had over 20,000 views on our various

channels.

 

The film also had shorter, 20sec edits ideal for social media, and all

of these film clips were shared with point-to-point fixtures for use

on their own websites and channels to help grow engagement with

the sport locally.

Focus on riders

 

For the first time the PPA instigated and funded - thanks to support

from the HBLB Levy Grant - riding assessments for new point-to-

point riders, conducted by BHA approved jockey coaches.

 

Continuing the focus on rider safety and welfare, a new Regulation

was passed for riders to compete in minimum  Level 2 back

protectors, which seemed to lessen serious injuries this season.  

 

Also, former professional jockeys who had partnered fewer than 26

winners were able to ride in point-to-points under a change to the

Regulation governing rider eligibility, with the age cap of 26 years

removed.



2018/19
'HITS & MISSES'

Equine Influenza

 

An outbreak of equine flu in February led to the cancellation of all

pointing for one weekend, whilst new protocols and checks were

put into place across all horse racing in the UK.

 

Fixture organisers coped with the changes - which included

checking horse passports on arrival - fantastically well.  The PPA are

incredibly proud of how the sport dealt with the situation and

carried on despite these new and unexpected challenges.

I.T.

 

There were a few occasions last season when the I.T. systems in use

to take entries for point-to-points let us down.  This caused

understandable frustration amongst organisers and participants.

 

What was noticeable though was the hard work of all to manage the

situation and find solutions.  Also it was heartening to see the desire

to learn and adapt, to decrease the likelihood of this happening

again in the future.

Going

 

Field sizes were disappointing at times the season, largely due to

the mild - and dry - weather this winter.  Good news for the crowds

but not so helpful for those trying to produce safe ground for

racing.

 

Nevertheless, the Clerks of the Course  generally did a fabulous job

of preparing safe racing ground in trying circumstances.

 

After a very wet 17/18 season, here's hoping that next season's

weather will fit somewhere between the two, and give Clerk's fewer

headaches.

MISSES
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Chief Executive’s Review 
When one looks at the bare statistics, it 

appears that the 2018-19 season ran like 

clockwork with the loss of only 4 fixtures and the 

postponement of just 6 out of a total of 173 fixtures.  

However, that belies the highs and lows of a very 

eventful season.  From the very start the ground was 

fast, and that may explain to some extent why 

numbers of horses were down as was the average number of runs per horse.  We also 

had IT and Equine Influenza (EI) challenges, which were taken on and overcome.  More 

positively, records were broken for both riders’ championships, whilst a young ex-

pointer went for a record sum.  There also appeared to be bumper crowds throughout 

April and May despite the lack of runners. 

 

In PPA terms it was a steep learning curve for a new CEO, who travelled the country to 

talk to everyone he could to get their views and ideas of the way forward.  From this a 

new timeline was introduced, and discussion papers written.  The latter led to 

considerable feedback from which major reforms to race regulations were developed.  

This was only possible due to the very strong office team of Shelley Coles and Adam 

Hurley, who worked tirelessly to keep the show on the road.  As did the PPRC team of 

Beth Irvine (also new), Jen Graham and Tom Chilman, who coped brilliantly with the 

extra work and irritation caused by the IT problems, which had to be solved through 

the season.  It can only be hoped that these strong, stable teams will remain for next 

season, and my grateful thanks to them all. 

 

The Fixture List Committee’s proposals led to a much better-balanced fixture list with 

a record 12 meetings before Xmas.  There were one or two weekends where fixtures 

were too close geographically, but these have been sorted for next season.  The only 

problem remaining was the lack of meetings on Saturdays early in the season.  

However, that has now been solved for the upcoming season with most weekends in 

January and February now covered and 55 race days programmed.  

 

The Flat series continued to grow rapidly with numbers of runners increasing from 108 

to 188.  The result of this was that 8 of the 10 races divided, three of them three ways.  

Whilst it was excellent to see this new concept prosper, it was also recognised that 

there was an increasing danger of even greater numbers of divisions on a day if 

nothing was done, and so it is planned to have greater numbers spread through the 

whole year allowing backward animals a spin towards the end of the season.  At the 

same time quality young horses continued to run in Maidens before going on to 

National Hunt, often reaching very high prices at auction or private sales.   
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Perhaps most impressively, Interconnected, for whom a record price was paid 

in the previous year having won its Maiden, was sold again for over £600K - 

a record price for a jumper.  Perhaps it can emulate See More Business. 

 

Point to pointing also continued to provide a purpose for large numbers of NH horses.  

This was recognised by ROR which sponsored a few races this season as a prelude to 

a full series for veteran horses in the coming season.  Many of these veterans were 

used as schoolmasters, but others were of the highest quality competing in the top 

races in both UK and Ireland.  However, none were as good as Hazel Hill, which won 

the Cheltenham Foxhunter in fine style, following its development through pointing 

over the last couple of years. 

 

However, point to pointing does not just provide a place for the future and past stars 

of the horse world.  It also provides an excellent training ground for future NH jockeys, 

and this year was no exception.  Jack Tudor despite injuries at beginning and end of 

the season, won the novice competition and is expected to go Conditional following 

in the footsteps of 4 of the last 5 novice champions; all four are in the top 14 in the 

NH jockey tables as we go to print.  The fifth, Jack Andrews, came third in the Men’s 

point to point championship.  At the same time a small number of former NH jockeys 

returned to pointing, emulating the veteran horses. 

 

The highlight of the season was provided by the Men’s and Ladies’ Championships.  

Will Biddick regained his title, and in so doing broke the all-time record for point to 

point wins in Britain, and is now hunting down 500 wins.  In the meantime, Gina 

Andrews won her sixth title with an astonishing 58 wins breaking the previous record 

of 40.  She was helped of course by Tom and her own stable, which won a fabulous 43 

races up and down the country. 

   

This season also saw the introduction of assessments for first time jockeys.  This 

appeared to work well with 74 licensed, a couple who passed but did not apply and 4 

who were given constructive criticism on what they needed to work on before 

reapplying.  The result was more confident riders heading for the start, very few if any 

serious injuries amongst them, and more relaxed parents.  All in all, a winning start to 

a new programme which will be developed further next year providing more training 

to novice jockeys both to make pointing safer still and assist in progressing some of 

them into NH. 

 

Speaking of safety, the level 2 back protector was also introduced, whilst the doctors’ 

register continued for its second year.  The latter has begun to bed in whilst officials 

made a point of checking the former.  Whilst it is too early to say for sure whether 

these reforms are responsible, the level of accidents on which claims are made 

remained low this year despite the firmer ground.   
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Equine Influenza also created considerable challenges.  Initially a weekend 

was lost, but all fixtures were postponed with no losses solely due to this issue.  

Instead fixtures put in place innovative solutions to ensure all requirements 

laid down by BHA were in place. This after only two days of getting the go ahead to 

restart.  A wonderful example of the resilience and can-do attitude of our volunteer 

officials who are the backbone of the sport.  The requirements remained in place for 

the rest of the season, with further swabbing required if running under rules.  Inevitably 

this led to fewer pointers hunter chasing, and it is to be hoped that a new way forward 

can be found for next season. 

 

Our 5 national series were all very well supported this year, leading to excellent finals 

at Cheltenham and Stratford, for the Timico Mixed Open, Skinners Ladies Open, and 

Connolly’s Red Mills Intermediate as well as TBA bonusses at the point to point bumper 

races at Exeter, Aintree and Stratford.  The Jockey Club sponsored Mares’ Maidens also 

did particularly well with numbers rising year on year.  Sadly, we are saying goodbye 

to Timico, Connollys Red Mills and JRL to whom I am enormously grateful for their 

support.  Timico did this as part of their Gold Cup sponsorship, ensuring our close link 

with Cheltenham continued, whilst CRM have provided sponsorship for 12 years.  The 

latter will continue supporting British pointing by focussing on a few meetings for 

which we are also very grateful.  Finally, a huge thank-you to JRL, which sponsored the 

flat series from its early beginnings and have helped bring it of age. 

 

This leaves a huge gap in our series’ sponsorship for next season, but we have actually 

already put in place three new sponsored series: 4/5-year-old Maiden, Veteran Horses 

and Owner-Trainers’.  We have hopes that we will find new sponsors for the others.  

  

Finally, I would like to mention the loss of the Cumberland Farmers, who, following 

problems with their course, decided to call it a day.  They were the last meeting West 

of the Pennines, and it was very sad to see it go.  More worryingly perhaps, there seems 

to be a direct correlation in numbers of horses and courses with numbers dropping 

heavily in same area as well as Sandhurst and others.  We must continue to work to 

support the weaker regions both for themselves and the good of all the sport. 

 

For all that, and despite the continuing loss of horses, the sport remains in rude health.  

Volunteers remain enthusiastic with many being increasingly innovative, resulting in 

many Hunts making decent profits.  Despite the weather and fast ground, the courses 

themselves continue to improve with better systems of preparation and watering 

ensuring safe ground throughout the year.   

Peter Wright, Chief Executive, June 2019 
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The Board   

The Board, under the chairmanship of Andrew Merriam (from November 

2017), met regularly during the year. 

Stakeholder Directors 

Alan Hill - MFHA       

Stephen Howlett - PPSA      

Philip Hall – The Jockey Club 

Robert Killen – PPORA  

Independent Directors 

Jeremy Barber 

Nick Sutton  

The PPA Team 

 

 
 

 

 

Medical Advisor:  Dr Peter Johnson 

Book Keeper/Accounts:   Julie Ellis 

 

 

 

 

Peter Wright 

Chief Executive 

Shelley Coles 

Liaison Assistant 

Adam Hurley 

PR & 

Communications 
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National Sponsors 2018/19 

The PPA were delighted to welcome back construction company JRL 

Group as national sponsors for the 2018/19 season, once again 

sponsoring the point-to-point Flat race series.  Up from six races to 

ten due to the continued popularity of the initiative, eight of these 

races required at least one division.  There were 187 runners overall 

across the series. 

Communications company Timico once again supported a 

valuable nationwide series of 14 mixed open races, which 

were all run for the maximum total prize fund of £1,000.  The 

series culminated in a £25,000 final at Cheltenham’s evening hunters’ chase meeting on Friday 

May 3, won by Hazel Hill. 

 

Skinner’s Pet Foods enjoyed their third season of sponsoring the 

ladies’ open race series. They increased their support to 22 races 

across the season, including a first venture into Scotland with a race 

at Friars Haugh. The exciting series concluded with a hunters’ chase 

final at Stratford Racecourse on Friday, May 31, won by Meldrum Lad.  

 

Celebrating their 12th year of involvement, Connolly’s RED MILLS 

once again sponsored the 14 race intermediate series, in the lead up 

to the prestigious hunters’ chase final at Cheltenham on Friday, May 

3.  The series final was won by Latenightpass.  Connolly’s RED Mills continued to support the 

national championships for the leading horse, and, under their supplement brand Foran 

Equine, the leading trainer titles.  

 

The Thoroughbred Breeders Association (TBA) once again supported 

a bonus scheme for mares running in the three point-to-point bumpers 

under Rules.  Mount Nelly won £3,000 for her effort at Exeter in April, 

Granny’s Secret claimed £1,000 at Aintree in May before Love Around 

scooped £2,000 at Stratford. 

 

The Jockey Club were welcomed back as a sponsor of the Mares 

Maiden Series, made up of 21 qualifiers nationwide.  The Champion 

Novice Mare award was won by Cloudy Music.  

 



2018/19
CHAMPIONS

Skinner's Lady Rider Champion

Gina Andrews

58 wins

Fuller's Gentleman Rider Champion

Will Biddick

43 wins

Fuller's Lady Novice Rider Champion

Jess Bedi

8 wins

Fuller's Gentleman Novice Rider Champion

Jack Tudor

22 wins



2018/19
CHAMPIONS

Connolly's RED MILLS Champion Horse

Winged Crusader

8 wins

Foran Equine Trainers' (7 or less) Champion

Tim Underwood

21 wins

Foran Equine Trainers' (8 or more) Champion

Tom Ellis

43 wins

The Jockey Club Champion Novice Mare

Cloudy Music 30 pts



2018/19
CHAMPIONS

Tattersalls Leading Owner

Tim Underwood

22 wins

The PPRC Leading Hunter Chase Trainer

Rose Loxton

8 wins

The PPRC Leading Hunter Chase Rider

David Maxwell

8 wins
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PPA Accountancy 

Tim Brown of Grosvenor House Grosvenor House Practice Ltd continued as the PPA’s 

accountant/auditor. 

The PPA is grateful that it can rely upon such professional advice. 

Statutory Report & Accounts 

The Statutory Report and Accounts for the year ended June 2019 and Balance Sheet 

at that date are available on request to the PPA. 




